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Overview

• Context

• Key Threats to SRKW

• Government of Canada Initiatives to Protect 

and Recover SRKW
• Prey availability and accessibility 

• Physical and acoustic disturbance

• Contaminants

• Short-Term Actions (by May 2019)

• Collaboration and Engagement

• Questions
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Context 

• SRKW are one of two Resident Killer Whale populations

• Genetically distinct from Transient (Bigg’s) and Off-shore

• Listed as Endangered under Species at Risk Act (2003)

• SRKW population has seen periods of growth and 

decline but is considered small, unstable and declining

• High of 98 animals in 1995, only 74 remaining

• In May 2018, Ministers of DFO and ECCC determined 

SRKW face imminent threats to survival and recovery

• Finding based on population size and structure 

(segregated into small units), biological condition, low birth 
rate, late onset of sexual maturity, and range of other 

factors (e.g. lack of prey, environmental factors)
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Key Threats to SRKW

Factors influencing the health of SRKW are complex and multi-

faceted but three key threats to recovery have been identified…

• Lack of prey availability and accessibility
• Includes both declines in prey populations (e.g. Chinook) and 

lower foraging success rates

• Acoustic and physical disturbance 
• Includes underwater noise and vessel strikes

• Affects whales ability to communicate, echolocate and 

forage for food

• Environmental and biological contaminants
• Includes persistent organic pollutants and pathogens
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Government of Canada Initiatives

The Government of Canada has a number of initiatives 

underway to protect and recover SRKW…

• Species at Risk Act (SARA)
• Recovery Strategy (2008, updated in 2011)

• Action Plan (2017) 

• Oceans Protection Plan (2016)
• Range of measures across the key threats to SRKW

• Identification of Critical Habitat (CH)

• Amendments to the Marine Mammal Regulations

• Whales Initiative (June 2018)

• Minister's announcement on October 31st
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Actions across the key threats

Prey Availability and Accessibility

• Measures to conserve/rebuild Chinook

• Reduction in fishery removals for Chinook of 25-35% in 2018

• Measures to protect foraging areas

• Area-based fishery closures to three key foraging areas in 2018: 

• Strait of Juan de Fuca, Gulf Islands and partial closures in the 

mouth of the Fraser River

• Aimed at supporting prey foraging/accessibility and reduce 

competition

• Chinook habitat restoration

• $9.5 million from the Coastal Restoration Fund to support 8 

projects across B.C.

• Chinook enhancement / hatchery production
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Actions across the key threats 

Physical and Acoustic Disturbance (DFO, TC)
• Changes to the Marine Mammal Regulation (MMR)

• New minimum approach distances for all vessels approaching marine 

mammals (200m for killer whales)

• Expanding vessel slow down areas (Haro Strait, Boundary Pass)

• Lateral displacement trial (Strait of Juan de Fuca)

• Underwater listening capacity / hydrophone deployment

• Studies on anthropogenic sources of noise

• Expanding AIS carriage requirements

Contaminants (ECCC)
• Enhancing regulatory control of key pollutants (PCBs)

• Further research on marine contaminants and potential impacts on 

SRKW
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Short-Term Actions (by May 2019)

As outlined in the October 31st announcement, the Government 

will be taking several “immediate actions” to protect SRKW by 

next Spring when the whales return to the Salish Sea…

• Continue to identify and protect new areas of critical habitat

• Further measures to protect and rebuild Chinook stocks

• Advancing feasibility work on killer whale “sanctuaries” within 

sub-areas of critical habitat (e.g. foraging areas)

• Expanding vessel slow-downs, vessel monitoring systems

• Consultation with marine industry on development of Noise 

Management Plans

• Measures to reduce discharge from wastewater facilities; and

• Increase regulatory control of five key organic pollutants that 

affect whales
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Next Steps: Short-Term Actions

• Creation of working groups/other processes (e.g. 

workshops, forums) to advance work in five areas:
• Prey availability and accessibility (DFO)

• SRKW habitat (feasibility work on sanctuaries) (DFO)

• Commercial vessel slowdown / lateral displacement (TC)

• Additional ship-quieting measures (TC)

• Contaminants (ECCC)

• Immediate focus on measures that can be implemented 

for May 2019 (when SRKW return to the area)

• Prey availability and SRKW habitat groups will include 

recreational fishing/SFAB representation

• Will build on existing SRKW-Chinook WG (est. by DFO in 2017/18)
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Key Messages from the Recreational 

Fishing Sector

We have heard a number of key themes/issues through 

dialogue with the rec sector to-date…

• Concern the recreational fishing sector is bearing the 

brunt of protection/recovery measures for SRKW

• Desire for a broader approach to addressing all key 

threats

• Consideration of socio-economic impacts to 

communities

• Impact of pinnipeds (predation) on Chinook salmon

• Additional focus on salmon enhancement / production 

and habitat restoration

• Further review of data regarding La Perouse
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Collaboration and Engagement

Ongoing collaboration and engagement with the recreational 

fishing sector will be key to protecting and recovering SRKW…

• Consultation on the 2019/20 Pacific salmon IFMP and 

management measures for 2019 (SFAB, SFI)

• Southern Resident Killer Whale (SRKW) Indigenous and Multi-

Stakeholder Advisory Group and new Working Groups

• DFO Contacts
• Neil Davis, Director, Program Delivery (Neil.Davis@dfo-mpo.gc.ca) 

• Carole Eros, Regional Recreational Fisheries Coordinator 

(Carole.Eros@dfo-mpo.gc.ca) 

• Corey Jackson, Regional Manager, Marine Mammal Unit 

(Corey.Jackson@dfo-mpo.gc.ca)  

• Transport Canada Contact
• Jeff Pelton (Jeff.Pelton@tc.gc.ca)
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Thank you!

Questions? Comments? 
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